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Tukadu 

"Crazy Accessories"

Look no further than Tukadu for fun accessories to liven up your outfit.

Established in 1993, the store offers truly unique handmade jewelry from

necklaces and bracelets to earrings and more. The range of jewelry is truly

expansive, from elegant pieces made from Swarovski crystals to

whimsical creations from Lego bricks. Besides this, they also have a

trendy selection of handbags. If you just can't seem to find the right

accessory, they can even custom-make a new creation based on your

requirements.

 +49 30 283 6770  Rosenthaler Straße 46/47, Berlin
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Konk 

"Beautiful Designer Pieces"

Konk offers brilliant apparel by local upcoming designers. Owned and

operated by fashion enthusiast, Edda Mann, this charming boutique also

showcases accessories and jewelry from exotic labels like Naoko Ogawa,

Alex Monroe and Catherine Weitzman, to name a few. Cutting edge

designs, gorgeous fabrics and highly stylized merchandise are permanent

residents here. Stop by to bag a few unique and truly beautiful pieces.

 +49 30 2809 7839  www.konk-berlin.de/  mail@konk-berlin.de  Kleine Hamburger Straße 15,

Berlin
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Juwelier Bucherer 

"The Swiss Promise"

Bucherer is a Swiss retailer of jewelry and luxury watches, which was

incepted in 1888. This Berlin outlet specializes in diamond and pearl

jewelry, with a focus on engagement and wedding rings. The ornaments

are studded with hand-crafted gemstones and superior-grade diamonds.

The solitaire engagement rings, wedding bands and earrings are made

using white gold and sport minimalist and sophisticated designs. For more

quirky patterns, customers can select from one of their designer lines that

feature yellow gold pieces studded with sparkling gems. Shoppers can

also choose watches of premium brands such as Hublot, Swatch and

Rado.

 +49 204 1049  www.bucherer.com/de/de/

locations/germany/berlin-

friedrichstrasse.html

 berlin.friedrichstrasse@buc

herer.de

 Friedrichstrasse 176-179,

Berlin
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Andreas Murkudis 

"Hidden Gem"

Andreas Murkudis is a chic boutique for the fashion forward in Berlin. It

features trendy clothing for men and women as well as an array of home

decor, accessories, jewelry and unique gift items. The collection boasts

top international brands like Jil Sander, Guidi and Giorgio Brato. A

purchase guarantees a stylish addition to your wardrobe.

 +49 30 6 8079 8306  andreasmurkudis.com/en/

store/potsdamer-

strasse-81/

 press@andreasmurkudis.c

om

 E Potsdamer Straße 81,

Berlin
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Orsay 

"Everyday Clothes for Women"

Orsay has everything a woman needs: bags, hair accessories, cosmetics

and plenty of clothes. Whether you are looking to dress up for work or for

a party, the sales floor contains a large selection of trousers, blazers,

dresses, skirts, shirts, tops and jumpers that will delight the eye. Orsay

also sells its own brand at knock-down prices, combining affordability and

sophistication.

 +49 30 4278 0393  www.orsay.com/de-de/  Frankfurter Allee 111, Berlin
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